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It was Christmas Eve and Heidi was playing happily with
Andy Panda and Phil Gumbly, her favourite soft toys.
She didn’t notice a Robin Redbreast flying in towards

the Christmas tree.
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Suddenly, the robin chirped very loudly.
“Santa Claus is very worried”, it said.

“All of his reindeer are injured and he doesn’t know how he will
manage to deliver any presents at all tonight”.
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Heidi was very worried as well.
Even Andy Panda looked worried – but he always does.

“I wish that someone would help Santa”, said Heidi.
Suddenly, Andy Panda came alive.

Phil Gumbly jumped up and did a cartwheel.

The Nutcracker on the hearth also jumped forward and grinned.
“Hello”, he said.  “My name is Norbert and your wish has

worked a very old Christmas spell.  If Santa is ever in trouble, toys
and Christmas decorations can come alive on

Christmas night to help him”.
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Heidi was delighted. She heard a noise in the back garden.
It was barking, lots of roaring and a horse neighing.

Heidi, Norbert, Andy and Phil all ran outside to find that
Hector the Horseman had also come alive.
Hector was a statue of a Lewis Chessman.

He belonged to Heidi’s grandparents.

Their toy dragons were also flying over the garden, 
making happy roaring noises.

A little dog called Bobby had come all the way from Edinburgh to help.
Bobby had stopped barking and was sitting quietly by himself.

That made eight helpers for Santa.
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Heidi realised that they needed one more helper,
because Santa has nine reindeer –

Dasher, Dancer, Prancer, Vixen, Comet, Cupid,
Donner, Blitzen and Rudolph.

Heidi had an idea.
Her Uncle Paul has a little dragon called Douglas,

who blows smoke when he has an incense cone inside him.
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So Heidi changed into her Red Arrows flying suit,
ready to fly to Aberdour.

They all flew across towards Aberdour, where Uncle Paul lives.

The Forth Bridge was looking beautiful and they could see
the lights of Fife beyond it.
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Uncle Paul was wearing his Santa hat and furry slippers,
but he looked very surprised. 

Douglas had jumped off the mantelpiece and was
flying around the room.

Douglas had heard Heidi’s wish and felt the Old Christmas Magic. 
Douglas was eager to fly to Santa’s castle.

to help Santa to deliver all the Christmas presents, all over the world.

Douglas flew out and joined Norbert and
the others on Uncle Paul’s roof.
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They all left Aberdour to fly to Santa’s castle in Lapland. 
Heidi noticed that Paul’s dragon, Douglas, had borrowed a

red nose from Paul’s collection of red noses. 

Douglas knew that this would allow him to take Rudolph’s place
as the Head of the Sleigh-Pullers!
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They flew North toward Lapland as fast as they could.
The Old Christmas Magic allowed even Norbert the Nutcracker to fly. 

He had been rather lazy when he rode to Fife on a dragon’s back, 
but no-one noticed!

After what seemed like days of flying,
Heidi suddenly spotted Santa’s castle.

The Northern lights were at their brightest and
Santa’s castle glowed in the distance.
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Inside the castle, they found Santa feeling very unhappy.
He was surrounded by presents that could not be delivered.

He explained that the reindeer had organised a game of
ice hockey and that it had become rather rough.

After a lot of falling, bashing each other with hockey sticks and
crashing into one another, they were all injured.
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Santa took Heidi to see the reindeer.  
They had broken legs, bent antlers, bandaged heads,

keekers , jeely noses  and cauliflower lugs !

Santa was in despair. 
This would be the worst Christmas ever.

This would be the Christmas when children all over the world
did not get any presents.

Meantime, Heidi could hear a lot of jingling, 
woofing, dragon-roaring and excited chatting outside ….
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Heidi and Santa came out into the courtyard to
see what was causing such a commotion. 

They were surprised and delighted to see a most
unusual team of sleigh-pullers.

Douglas the dragon, with his red nose was at the head,
followed by Andy and Hector the Horseman.

Heidi jumped on to the sleigh with Santa and they all flew South.
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As they passed over Penicuik, Santa strapped Heidi into
a parachute and she jumped off the sleigh.

Gently and slowly, she drifted down toward her house.
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Heidi’s Mummy and Daddy were surprised by her story.
They thought that she must have had a dream.

Heidi was very tired and crept into her bed. 
She missed Andy Panda and Phil Gumbly, but she
knew that they would be back as soon as they had

helped Santa to deliver all the presents.

Heidi fell fast asleep, with happy dreams of Andy Panda and
Phil Gumbly in her head.
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The next day was Christmas Day.

 Heidi’s grandparents, Alan and Glynis, drove Heidi,
with her Mummy and Daddy, across the Forth Bridge to spend

Christmas Day at Paul’s house in Aberdour.
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At Uncle Paul’s house, they discovered that Douglas the dragon
was back on the mantelpiece.

He was a dragon ornament again, but he had forgotten
to take the red nose off.

Douglas, the red-nosed dragon would always remind Heidi of the
Christmas when her pals helped Santa to deliver

all of the world’s presents.

She was pleased with her new sister … Wee Morag …
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Wonky Reindeer and Flying Nutcrackers

Can’t think of anything very erudite to say about Christmas on 
this spare page, so I’ll just note that this was the story when 

the linking theme in ““the Adventures of Heidi ...” solidified. 
In every story, something inanimate comes to life, in most 
cases when Heidi inadvertently makes a wish that something problematic has 
happened.  Bo the Berserker came alive of his own volition in “Heidi, Bo and the 

Burglar”, thanks to his own wish not to be stolen!  The Nutcracker in the story 
(Norbert) belongs to the author and the assorted soft toys to Heidi.  The dragons 

all really exist and seem to divide our friends ... some say “They’re nice” and they mean it, 
while others load the phrase with an element 
of disbelief that any adults would have three 

Balinese dragons hanging from their dining 
room ceiling.
Uncle Paul really does have a lava lamp, 
plasma ball and funny little smoke-breathing 
dragon.  And silly slippers (several).
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